Bending properties of Norway spruce timber. Comparison between fast- and slow-grown stands and influence of radial position of sawn timber
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Abstract – The primary objective of this work was to study one aspect of improving timber quality. The aim of this paper is to supplement previously published results in Wood Science and Technology. Bending strength and stiffness of Norway spruce (Picea abies) from three stands in southern Sweden, two fast-grown and one slow-grown, were measured. Radial variations were studied using six studs (45 mm × 70 mm × 2 900 mm) per log cut along a diameter, with a total of 500 studs. The bending strength of studs from the slow-grown stand was 57 % higher and the modulus of elasticity 54 % higher than that of the fast-grown stands. The bending strength of studs from mature wood (near the bark) was 47 % higher and modulus of elasticity 30 % higher than that of the core studs. The improvement in mechanical properties from pith to bark was far more significant for the studs from the slow-grown stand than from the fast-grown ones. (© Inra/Elsevier, Paris.)
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Résumé – Propriétés de flexion de l’épicéa commun. Comparaison entre sites à croissance rapide et lente et influence de la position radiale des sciages. L’objectif premier de ce travail est l’étude de paramètres importants contrôlant la qualité des sciages. Cette étude complète des résultats publiés précédemment. La résistance et la rigidité en flexion de l’épicéa commun (Picea abies) provenant de trois sites du sud de la Suède, deux à croissance rapide et un à croissance lente, ont été mesurées. Pour l’étude des variations radiales, six débits (45 × 70 × 2 900 mm) ont été effectués le long d’un diamètre pour chaque grume, avec un total de 500 débits. La résistance en flexion et le module d’élasticité étaient respectivement 57 et 54 % plus élevés pour les débits provenant d’un site à croissance lente que pour ceux provenant d’un site à croissance rapide, et respectivement 47 et 30 % plus élevés pour les débits près de la périphérie que pour ceux qui sont
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près du cœur. L'amélioration des propriétés mécaniques du cœur à la périphérie était bien plus significative pour les débits du site à croissance lente que pour ceux des sites à croissance rapide.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The position of timber products in the competition with other load-carrying building materials depends to a large extent on a knowledge of their mechanical properties. Relationships between the raw material parameters and strength and stiffness, as well as their variability within a stand, a species, a tree or a log, are at present unknown or unclear. For the timber production and construction industries, it is highly beneficial to know which material parameters are of importance to the structural performance of sawn timber when grading or selecting the raw material. The structure of the timber industry with its predominance of small companies has prevented the development of methods for selecting the raw material to produce high-quality products in terms of their structural performance, as these companies are often not aware of the needs of end-users. As a result, we should first try to understand how and why various raw materials affect the structural performance before attempting to improve some products or develop new ones.

The most basic requirements for any material used in engineered construction are that it should have sufficient strength to guarantee the desired level of structural safety and sufficient stiffness to meet the stability requirements and any desirable serviceability criteria. The main disadvantage of timber as an engineering material is that it does not have consistent, predictable, reproducible and uniform properties. The great variability between individual trees, as well as within and between stands, indicates that there is large potential for more efficient and optimized forest and log utilization. In an ideal ‘end-use-oriented’ system, each stand, each tree and each part of the stem should be given a destination for an end product in terms of an optimum end use. However, forest management techniques, which optimize the volume of fibre which is produced, have been implemented with little regard for the compatibility between the wood properties that are produced and the end use. In order to make the most rational use of the timber from intensively managed forests in particular, appropriate information on the properties of the material needs to be available.

The fact that variations in conifer wood exist and are dependent on growth conditions has been established by many scientists in the past ([1–3, 10, 15]; among others). However, these variations are not used to create advantages for timber products and produce the ‘right’ products with the ‘right’ properties for the ‘right’ end use in a positive manner. The variability of wood properties can have both positive and negative effects, depending on how it is used [8]. The amount of work that is carried out on the mechanical properties of timber from conifers is too voluminous to be included in this journal. However, systematic comparisons of mechanical properties and existing variations in material properties and sawing patterns are lacking. In recent years and in various parts of the world, a great deal of work has been carried out to develop models in order to predict various properties of sawn timber from known agricultural regimens [5, 12, 16–18]. Shivnaraine [14] and Kretschmann and Bendtsen [9] studied the effect of juvenile wood on the bending properties of structural size timber. The
radial variation in mechanical properties was considerably less pronounced than that found in studies of clear wood. The grain distortions around knots appear to diminish the effects of juvenile wood found in clear wood. The linking of wood properties and grading rules for various end uses is fundamental for the future development of the sawing simulation system.

The primary objective of this paper is to show how a radial position in a tree affects strength and stiffness. Furthermore, the relationships between the strength and stiffness and between some growth characteristics and strength and stiffness are shown. The results of these findings can be applied first by the forest industry by allocating the ‘right’ raw material to the ‘right’ industry and second by the sawmills to obtain a better basis for choosing raw materials and/or sawing patterns in order to produce structural timber with the optimum mechanical properties for the intended end use. Furthermore, this paper presents information and data related to the effects of the raw material parameters on the mechanical bending properties of structural timber.

1.1. Scope of two studies presented in this paper

This paper consists of some results obtained during two parallel studies conducted at Chalmers University of Technology in recent years on studs measuring 45 × 70 × 2 900 (in mm) from Norway spruce (Picea abies) grown in southern Sweden. The first study, already reported by Perstorper et al. [13] and Kliger et al. [7], was based on material from two stands of fast-grown Norway spruce, see figure 1. However, only the data from the first stand are used in this paper, as they are sufficient to make a comparison with the data obtained in the second study. The second study was based on material from one stand of slow-grown Norway spruce [6]. However, this second study was limited compared with the first one. Only studs from the butt logs, cf. figure 1, were included and fewer parameters were measured (knot area ratio was not measured, for example).

In this paper, the results obtained in both studies are combined and joint conclusions have been drawn. In general, it is shown how the modulus of elasticity, $E$ ($E_{edge}$) and the bending strength, $f_m$ (sometimes referred to as MOR in the literature), in studs varies according to:

a) position in the stem, i.e. in the radial direction – the difference between studs sawn close to the pith and further away from the pith of the butt log; based on studs from both fast-grown and slow-grown stands;

b) the variation in wood density ($DENS$), ring width ($RW$), grain angle ($GA$) and knot area ratio ($KAR$), where $KAR$ is based on studs from fast-grown stands alone.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Specimen preparation

2.1.1. Fast-grown stands

For a more detailed description of the two fast-grown stands, see Perstorper et al. [13]. However, a brief summary of the most important issues related to this paper is presented here. All the timber used in this study came from a relatively fast-grown stand, about 65 years old, which contained large trees (dbh ≈ 360 mm). These trees had been planted on land where animals had previously grazed. Log sampling, the number of logs from each stand, sawing patterns and notations are shown in figure 1. Two sets of logs were taken from the butt end (lower part of the large diameter butt logs – LBL, upper part of the large diameter butt logs – UBL) and one set from near the top (TL, not included in this paper) of the fast-grown trees (see figure 1). Beams from these logs
[measuring $70 \times 290 \times 2900$ (in mm)] from the butt end were sawn from the central part of each log (containing the pith), dried and ripped prior to being equilibrated to 12 % MC. Six studs were sawn from each beam from the butt. In all, 249 studs from butt logs (both LBL and UBL) were used for evaluation from this stand. Three studs from position 1 and 6 (mature wood) were missing (failure due to handling or during measurements of the modulus of elasticity).

2.1.2. Slow-grown stand

All the timber used in the second study came from a slow-grown stand of large-diameter trees ($dbh \approx 400$ mm). This stand (probably self-seeded) was about 105 years old. For different reasons, it was only possible to take two sets of logs from the butt end (lower part of butt logs – LBL, upper part of the large diameter butt logs – UBL) in the same manner as the logs from fast-grown trees, cf. figure 1. As a result, only the radial variation was studied from the material obtained in the second study. In the same way as for the butt logs from fast-grown trees, six studs were sawn from each beam and a total of 251 studs was obtained. One stud from position 4 was missing (failure during measurements of the modulus of elasticity).

2.2. Modulus of elasticity, $E$ and bending strength

Different methods were used for measuring the modulus of elasticity in each study. It was not possible to comply with the test standards for many reasons. In order to compare different $E$-values for all the members, including some large-beam members (not included in both these studies mentioned in this paper), it was necessary to measure the curvature over the same distance. This means that the length to depth ratio had to vary (in the first study) between studs and some large beams used in parallel studies during this period.

In the first study (studs from two fast-grown stands), an hydraulic jack was used to load all the specimens using the test set-up shown in figure 2A. As a result, the load versus curvature was plotted continuously. The maximum load corresponded to a bending stress value of no more than 10 MPa. In the second study (studs from the slow-grown stand), two different dead weights were applied to the specimens using the test set-up shown in figure 2B. These loads corresponded to a bending stress value of 2 and 5 MPa. However, despite the two different ways of loading, the length over the constant moment area and the measurements of the curvature over a length of 1 m were the same for all the specimens in both studies, see figure 2.

![Figure 1. Log sampling, cross-sections, notations of log types and of each stud – fast-grown stands.](image-url)
As a result, this difference in the experimental procedure has not effected the comparison of studs from fast-grown and slow-grown stands.

2.3. Measurements of the short-term bending strength, $f_m$

The distance between the concentrated loads was kept the same as that used when the measurements of the modulus of elasticity were made. However, the total span was shortened for bending strength measurements in comparison with measurements of the modulus of elasticity for studs from fast-grown stands to avoid overly large deformation and possible second-order effects, figure 2C. No studs failed in shear. As a result of the so-called length effect [11], the strength values were most probably slightly lower than they would have been if the standard test set-up had been used. However, all the material was tested in the same way. Both mechanical properties in this study were obtained by applying a constant moment to a length (figure 2) which is much longer than that recommended in standard procedure, i.e. 17 times the depth compared with 6 times the depth (equal to one-third of the total span of specimens).

Moisture content, density, position of the pith and mean ring width values were obtained prior to the tests to failure for all studs. The average moisture content was 12.2 and 11.8 % for studs from fast-grown and slow-grown stands, respectively. As a result, density and bending strength were not adjusted owing to these small deviations from a 12 % moisture content. Four studs (three fast-grown and one slow-grown) failed owing to handling or during measurements of $E$.

It should also be pointed out that no grading whatsoever was performed prior to testing. All the studs were included in the analysis, irrespective of severe cracks, slope of grain, compression wood, large knots and so on. The strength properties of graded material would probably be different, especially for the lower tails of the distributions. This is also the reason why the 5th percentile for bending strength was not evaluated.

3. RESULTS

3.1. General

There was no significant difference when comparing the respective values for the lower and upper butt logs from the same spatial position. Consequently, when the variation in the radial direction is considered, the lower and upper butt logs were treated statistically as the same type of butt log (BL). This was valid for studs from both fast-grown (FG) and slow-grown stands (SG).

The linear regression for all studs ($n = 500$) is shown in figure 3. The regression coefficient, $R = 0.83$, is almost the same as that previously reported for the same species by Johansson et al. [4], for example. The relationship between bending strength and modulus of elasticity was found by Johansson et al. [4] to be $f_m = -2.4 + 3.8 E_m$ and is the basis for setting values for grading machines in Sweden. Some general results distinguishing each stand [including butt logs (BL), top
logs (TL) from fast-grown stands (FG) and thinning stand (ThL) in terms of the measured mean values for strength ($f_m$), modulus of elasticity ($E$), density (DENS) and ring width (RW) are shown in table I.

3.2. Variations in the radial direction according to stud groups

The radial position in these studies is expressed in three stud groups, i.e. core studs (34), intermediate studs (25) and mature studs (16), cf. figure 1. These stud groups are compared for butt logs only, i.e. from the fast-grown stands (FG-BL) and from the slow-grown stand (SG-BL). Both stands are represented by about 250 studs and each stud group (i.e. core, intermediate and mature) in each stand is represented by about 84 studs. A summary of these variations is shown in figures 4-6. The mean values for each group and the statistical significance (unpaired t-test) when comparing these groups are shown in table II.

It was found that the mean values for both $f_m$ and $E$ were lowest for the core studs (group 34) and increased further away from the pith (groups 25 and 16). Each stud group was statistically different from the others when it came to bending strength and stiffness, cf. table II. However, it appears that the difference between stud groups 25 and 34 from the fast-grown stand was not statistically significant when it comes to strength. Furthermore, the standard deviation for both $f_m$ and $E$ appears to be smaller nearest to the pith; see figures 5 and 6, where the cumulative distribution in per cent clearly demonstrates that there is no difference between groups 25 and 34 up to the 80% percentile for the fast-grown material.

The radial variation in bending strength ($f_m$) and the modulus of elasticity ($E$), based on the division into stud groups, is shown in figure 4. The corresponding variation in density and ring width is shown in figure 7. The mean value for the modulus of elasticity was significantly higher in the core studs from the slow-grown stand than in the studs from all groups (including those from the mature wood) from the fast-grown stand. The same thing applies to bending strength, but the difference between the core studs from the slow-grown stand (34) and the studs from the mature wood (16) from the fast-grown stand was not statistically significant.

The distribution of strength ($f_m$) for the studs from the butt logs divided into

\[
R = 0.83
\]

\[
 f_m = -7.6 + 4.8 \times E
\]

\[
n = 500
\]
groups 16, 25 and 34 reveals that there is no difference between the 5th percentile values for each group, see figure 5. This result indicates that some very ‘poor quality’ studs, which would normally be rejected, influenced the 5th percentile for each group. In general, the knot area ratio (KAR) decreases from the pith to the bark [13]. However, the higher tail of the KAR distribution is very similar for all stud groups (16, 25, 34). It is therefore rational to suppose that the lower tails of the bending strength distributions coincide fairly well for core, intermediate and mature studs.

4. CONCLUSIONS

There was a highly statistically significant difference between studs from the slow-grown and fast-grown stands when it came to both the modulus of elasticity and bending strength. In terms of mean values, the bending strength of studs from the slow-grown stand was 57 % higher

---

Table I. Bending strength ($f_m$), modulus of elasticity (E), density (DENS) and ring width (RW) – mean values and standard deviation in brackets (Stdv).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>FG-BL $n=248$</th>
<th>FG-TL $n=56$</th>
<th>ThL $n=62$</th>
<th>SG-BL $n=251$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$f_m$ (MPa)</td>
<td>30.9 (12.3)</td>
<td>31.4 (7.2)</td>
<td>35.4 (8.9)</td>
<td>48.4 (17.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E (GPa)</td>
<td>7.8 (1.8)</td>
<td>9.0 (1.2)</td>
<td>8.2 (1.4)</td>
<td>12.0 (2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENS (kg m$^{-3}$)</td>
<td>389 (34)</td>
<td>451 (33)</td>
<td>411 (24)</td>
<td>444 (35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RW (mm)</td>
<td>5.4 (1.7)</td>
<td>3.8 (0.9)</td>
<td>5.7 (1.0)</td>
<td>3.2 (1.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Density (DENS) was based on volume and weight at 12 % moisture content (MC); ring width (RW) was represented by a mean value of five annual rings.

Table II. Radial variation in strength and stiffness and in some properties of growth characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Core (34)</th>
<th>Interm. (25)</th>
<th>Mature (16)</th>
<th>(unit)</th>
<th>16–25</th>
<th>$P$-values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fast-grown stand, butt logs (FG - BL)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.: 84</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_m$ (MPa)</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>(MPa)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E (GPa)</td>
<td>7.09</td>
<td>7.62</td>
<td>8.68</td>
<td>(GPa)</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENS (kg/m$^3$)</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>(kg/m$^3$)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAR (%)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RW (mm)</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>(mm)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA (%)</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Slow-grown stand, butt logs (S-G - BL) |             |             |            |        |       |            |
| No.: 83          | 84        | 84           |             |        |       |            |
| $f_m$ (MPa)      | 39.4      | 46.7         | 59.7        | (MPa)  | <0.0001 | <0.0001    | 0.0006    |
| E (GPa)          | 10.4      | 11.8         | 13.9        | (GPa)  | <0.0001 | <0.0001    | <0.0001   |
| DENS (kg/m$^3$)  | 426       | 438          | 467         | (kg/m$^3$) | <0.0001 | <0.0001    | 0.0167    |
| RW (mm)          | 3.96      | 3.09         | 2.54        | (mm)   | <0.0001 | <0.0001    | <0.0001   |

Significance tests: $P$-values and mean values. Abbreviations: FG (fast-grown), SG (slow-grown), $f_m$ (strength), E (modulus of elasticity), DENS (density), KAR (knot area ratio), RW (ring width) and GA (grain angle).
Figure 4. Modulus of elasticity (E) and bending strength ($f_m$) from studs sawn from three different radial positions: from mature wood (group 16), intermediate wood (group 25) and core wood (group 34).

Figure 5. Percentile plots for strength ($f_m$) divided into stud groups and slow-grown/fast-grown stands, respectively.

Figure 6. Percentile plots for modulus of elasticity (E) divided into stud groups and slow-grown/fast-grown stands, respectively.
and the modulus of elasticity 54 % higher than that of studs from the fast-grown stand.

A clear radial variation in both the modulus of elasticity and bending strength was observed in the studs from the two stands divided into three different groups. In mean terms, the bending strength of the studs from mature wood (near the bark) was 47 % higher and the modulus of elasticity 30 % higher than that of the core studs. This increase in mechanical properties from the pith to the bark was far more significant for studs from the slow-grown stand than for studs from the fast-grown one.
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